


“Dear WCFID team

Thank you for this very useful & informative newsletter. I will definitely be sharing it widely with all the parents, colleagues & clients I have contact with. I am reminded of the professor of 

intellectual disability’s message that we have much to learn from people with ID…and this seems an example in a way. We learn how to message simply and accessibly things that are complex 

and difficult for many.

Sending positive and encouraging energy to you all. You are doing such valuable work!

Love & best wishes.”  Parent

REVIEWING THE WCFID THEORY OF CHANGE

FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

The 2019/20 year was vibrant, with an active training programme, forming new strategic partnerships 

with organisations, and reaching out across South Africa in response to the advocacy challenges of our 

sector.  

I am once again reminded of the strength of the collective. I would like to thank our dedicated staff 

team, while at the same time acknowledging that it is the collaborative response that makes up the 

Forum: community staff (drivers, caregivers, principals, teachers, workshop managers and therapists to 

name but a few), parents, home caregivers, supporters and many government officials. Together we 

are able to work towards creating an environment that facilitates the development and dignity of the 

person with intellectual disability.

We continue to strive to hold in balance the relationship with government as both supporter and 

‘opposition’ – the many dedicated government officials committed to, and supporting the provision of 

excellent services; yet, as a country, we continue to fail people with disabilities, including those 

with intellectual disability. To quote the WCFID’s Advocacy Manager, in her Mail and Guardian article 

(see Advocacy report): “We leave them behind. We are failing our children. We need to do better.”

As we go into a new year, let us celebrate what has been accomplished, yet continuously endeavour to 

support the empowerment of people with intellectual disability to know their rights, reach their full 

potential, and live with dignity.

Tessa Wood

Director

In July 2019 the Forum staff 

and Board of Management 

put aside three days to review

our Theory of Change and 

align our core programmes.














